The graphic illustrating the interlocking roundtable contains two large ovals that are surrounded by eight smaller ovals. The large ovals are positioned that one sits above the other. The one on top reads “Strategic Roundtables,” and in parenthesis are the words “State Superintendent and Senior Leadership.” Between the two ovals is an arrow that points in both directions. One the left side of the arrow are the words “Strategic initiatives based on SBE goals or RttT priority. On the right side reads “LEA needs Title I services.” The second large oval displays the words “Agency Roundtable (NCDPI Division Directors.) Surrounding this oval are eight smaller ones with two-way arrows extending from the smaller ovals to the larger oval. The ovals are labeled from left to right: Regions 1 Roundtable, Region 2 Roundtable, Region 3 Roundtable, Region 4 Roundtable, Region 5 Roundtable, Region 6 Roundtable, Region 7 Roundtable and lastly Region 8 Roundtable.